AMOR Healing Kitchen was founded in 2018 by Maria Kelly, a former high school
teacher. Since its inception, this nonprofit organization has served thousands of
healthy meals to patients battling chronic illness. Maria was inspired to start this
mission when she cooked for her mother during her mother’s journey through
cancer. AMOR Healing Kitchen’s goal is to provide nutritious meals to people
facing chronic illnesses that can be healed through food. AMOR currently serves
cancer, HIV and diabetic patients.

The Mission

The Numbers

160 ~100 90%

What clients receive:
• 3 entrees w/ sides

• 1 healthy snack

• 1 soup or salad

• 1 healthy dessert

Since its inception in
2018, AMOR Healing
Kitchen has served

Clients

Meals Per Week

Free of Cost

8 Local Schools

represented in the kitchen as well as home school and
virtual learning students

6,400 2,223 lbs
Meals

of organic, locally-sourced
produced that we've utilized

$40,320

worth of healthy, organic,
locally-sourced meals

Delivered once a week on Friday
with a bouquet of fresh flowers
and a menu!

4,080

The program is mostly
cost-free to clients, though
occasionally meals are
gifted to them by friends
or family members

Teen volunteer hours

8,568

Total volunteer hours

The Program

What Clients
have to say

The AMOR team brings in
teenage volunteers to help with
the cooking and to teach them the
basics of cooking from scratch with
fresh ingredients
*Most volunteers stay with the
program for about 12 weeks

“
They want to show them
how wonderful food
can be when made
lovingly by hand
AMOR Healing
Kitchen believes
that good, fresh,
home-cooked
food can play a
major role in
improving
overall
wellness

“

”

“
"Everything is done with so much thoughtfulness. "
–Mic & Maureen, Mount Pleasant, SC

”

“
"AMOR provided us with the greatest gift and I know it
helped my healing process to have healthy, nutritious
meals prepared. I really didn't feel up for cooking and
sometimes with the nausea I might not have
eaten—except it was already there and ready to go.
When I think about all you offered us, it brings tears to
my eyes." –Amelia, West Ashley, SC

”

“

I want to help people to fall in love with
food in a positive way again.
- Maria Kelly, founder of AMOR Healing Kitchen.

"Thank you for making my recovery as best as
it could be with the delivery of healthy meals."
–Diane B., Charleston, SC

”

"Your program not only benefits us by providing
healthy, tasty foods, it also lightens the burden of food
preparation each week. " –Jaime, North Charleston, SC

”

